As fusion reactors scale up in size, power, and duty cycle, the quantity of material eroded from the plasma-facing components (PFCs) will rise to levels far above those seen in prior experiments, and could hinder proper operation. While reactor scenarios have been developed that feature significant local re-deposition of particles eroded from high-flux divertor targets, these regimes require near-surface electron densities that are far higher than can be expected at the first wall of the rest of the machine 1 . Without local re-deposition, even small erosion rates at the first wall will present a significant source of migratory material because they are integrated over a large surface area and over long pulse lengths.
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Erosion from the carbon first wall of NSTX is dominated by chemical and physical sputtering by neutrals excited via charge exchange collisions with hot ions, a process closely related to the neutral pressure (P D ) between the far scrape-off layer and first wall. Gross erosion of carbon PFCs in NSTX is modeled using the OEDGE code suite (DIVIMP, EIRENE, and OSM), which calculates Monte Carlo neutral and impurity transport through a conductionlimited fluid plasma background that is self-consistent with hydrogenic sources and sinks 2 . Outboard P D is varied in magnitude and spatial distribution via a number of modeling methods: changing the divertor plasma pressure (analogous to changing input power), changing target recycling (analogous to wall conditioning with lithium), and localized D 2 gas puffing.
The simulations show that gross erosion at the outer wall is insensitive to divertor plasma pressure, with a 16x change producing only small deviations in midplane P D (from 10 -3 Torr) and integrated outer wall gross mass loss (from 3 mg/s). However, eliminating outer target recycling drops midplane P D from ~10 -3 to ~10 -6 Torr, reduces the integrated outer wall gross mass loss from 3 to 0.02 mg/s, and flattens the poloidal erosion profile, demonstrating that wall erosion is strongly dependent on target recycling. Gas puffing at the scale of NSTX gas manifolds (~5x10 21 atoms/s) leads to a ~200% increase in local P D and erosion rate, which suggests experiments to measure local changes in erosion rates without strongly perturbing the plasma. These simulations are used as a guide for the optimal placement of erosion and plasma diagnostics for use in NSTX-U. 
